
Healthy 
Home-Schooling

Children need Structure 

Nobody's perfect!
The covid pandemic is an
extreme situation and entails
stress and fears for everyone. Do
not be too hard on yourself and
your children and forgive
mistakes!

Take breaks regularly. After each “lesson” your
children should get a chance to relax. Do not skip a  
lunch break. Separate clearly between study-time
and relaxation-time. 

Give your children feedback and offer help.
Children should be able to study rather
independently without feeling alone or
overwhelmed. Especially young children still need
support. 

Avoid asking too much of your children
and overwhelming them by setting
realistic daily goals. 
Accept your own limits – you are not a
professional teacher!
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Include creative tasks. Think of all
senses in planning study sessions!
Draw together, listen to music or
include physical activities!

Do study sessions
outside. Catching some
fresh air feels good!

Use Creativity
and Variety

Read to your children. This
trains verbal skills and is a
good addition to your children
reading on their own. 

Agree on a schedule with your children.
When does the home-schooling start?
when does it end? What are today’s
subjects and study goals?

Establish rituals your children know from school.
This helps structuring home-schooling and your
children to navigate the day (School bells, chair
circles, going outside for breaks, …).  

Less is more!

SOURCE:
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Search for study
materials online. There is
a huge variety of great
digital resources!



How to:
Healthy Lockdown 

A daily Structure is Key

In Case of Violence, Conflict,
or when everything
becomes too much:
Do not hesitate to seek professional help (see
contact info below)!
In situations of acute danger always call the
police (133) or an ambulance (144). 

Allow yourself relaxation regularly. Practice self-
care. Clearly separate working hours from free time.
Drink enough water, try to relax and do activities
you enjoy (for example reading, listening to music,
or playing games). 

Continue to maintain your social contacts. Try to
stay in contact with other people via the internet or
calling them on the phone. If you feel lonely or want
to talk, there are hotlines you can call. 

Remind yourself that the lockdown will not
last forever. Meanwhile, stick to hygiene
regulations and protect yourself and others
by acting responsibly. 
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Regulate your media consumption.
Consciously choose which media you
consume and how often and avoid
media that spreads panic. 

Break out of negative thoughts. Cut
stressful thought cycles with a
conscious inner STOP-signal. 

How to handle
Anxiety and Worrying 

Talk about your feelings and worries
openly. Other people most likely feel
similar to you. Share your thoughts and
feelings with your loved ones, this can
be relieving. Also, hotlines are available
for this, too. 

Plan your day. When do you want to get
up, when do you want to go to bed? Plan
your meals, your working schedule and
self-care times, as well as grocery
shopping.

Take time for outdoor physical activity. Moving
your body helps relaxing and boosts your health.
Sports also helps getting rid of negative thoughts. 

This will pass!

SOURCE:
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Do breathing and relaxation
exercises. You will find an abundance
of exercises online!


